Common Health and Beauty Questions Answered in
New Weekly Webinar Series
In-demand health and nutrition coach, Tyler Tolman, launches Health Hits

Some of the most common health and beauty questions will be answered in a new weekly webinar, lead by in-demand holistic health and healing
expert, Tyler Tolman.

From treating chronic constipation and cellulite to learning how to overcome lifestyle diseases such as cancer and diabetes, there is no health or
beauty topic off limits for Tolman, who has successfully coached hundreds of people in their journey back to wellness at his Bali-based retreat, which
opened in 2011.

The healing and fasting specialist regularly answers questions, without charge, within his popular Tolman Online Juice Fasters community
(www.facebook.com/groups/OnlineJuiceFast). He also publishes regular articles on www.tylertolman.com and releases information-packed Tyler Talks
videos, covering many health and beauty topics.

Tolman says the new Health Hit webinar is simply another way to “help others with their health, their lifestyle and their thirst for knowledge”.

“We are our own healers and I wanted to create a meeting place where people can learn why and how that is. It’s a space for them to feel empowered,
ask their questions and receive support during their journey, whether it be for a chronic disease or common beauty concern,” he says. “It’s a great
forum to come as you are; learn the principles of true health and how our bodies thrive when we treat and feed them correctly.”

Some of the topics covered in the Health Hit webinar series include: diabetes, breastfeeding, cancer treatments, gum disease, dental health,
constipation, environmental toxins, skin and hair health, general lifestyle and many more.

“Health is the most important thing in life, and I feel as a beneficiary of hard-to-find knowledge, ancient wisdom and ultimate nutrition, it is my duty to
share this information with others, so they too can have the opportunity to live a life of greatness.” Tolman says.

“There's a lot of noise out there on the radio, television and internet, and it's no coincidence that many Western countries are struggling with a health
epidemic. What I do has helped a lot of people get their health on track, become happier people, and motivate them to chase their dreams!”

Tyler Tolman’s Health Hit webinar registration is free-of-charge. Sign up at www.tylertolman.com/health-hit-webinar-series
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MEDIA NOTES:
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